sectarian WarScroll which detailed the finalbattle to destroy Roman
powerandreestablish the Davidic kingdom;in light of the growing

ductory psalm 1) rather than communal, cultic celebrations of the
nationalistic hopes ofIsrael.

Zealot movement which led to open (though futile) conflict with

Romein the years before A.D. 70, the call to reliance on YHWH’s
inner kingdom must haverepresented a pragmatic way to encour\ge religious cohesion and hope without threatening the existing

oman powerstructures.
While this viewpoint (and the final shape of the Psalter) may
have grown out of pragmatic realism in the face of Roman domination and military superiority and the futility of Zealot resistance,
the result is a Psalter cut off from specific nationalistic hopes and
set free to speak to thespirit of all people everywhere. It is little
wonderthat the Psalter enjoyed such popularity in Christian circles,
being frequently bound as part of early New Testament manuscripts.? Also, while it is true that messianic hopes continued both
in Judaism and Christianity, the final form of the Psalter certainly
played an important role in restructuring thought aboutthe present
experience of humanity which is no longer understood as a time
in which the kingdom is lost, but a time in which YHWH rules
directly over the spirit of humankind. In this light, the psalms becomesources of individual meditation on the kingship of YHWH
in the inner life of the reader (the insight provided by the intro-

' For a more complete discussion of the evidence, see Gerald H, Wilson, “The Qumran Psalms
Manuscripts and the Consecutive Arrangementof Psalms in the HebrewPsalter,” CBQ 45
(1983) 377-88; The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1985).
? Gerald H. Wilson, “The Qumran Psalms Sroll Reconsidered: Analysis of the Debate CBQ 47
(1985) {in press}.
> Sanders has expressed his views in numerous articles, particularly “The Qumran Psalms Scroll
(11QPse) Reviewed,” On Language, Culture, and Religion: In Honor of Eugene A. Nida (The
Hague: Mouton, 1974), pp. 95-6; “Variorum in the Psalms Scroll (11QPse),”” HTR 59 (1966)
86-7. Skehan’s most recent and persuasive treatment is found in ‘Qumran and Old Testament
Criticism,” Qumrdn: sa piéte, sa theéologie et son milieu M. Delcor, ed., (Louvain: Duculot,
1978), pp. 163-82.
* Gerald H. Wilson, “Evidence of Editorial Divisions in the Hebrew Psalter,” VT 34 (1984) 33752: “The Use of ‘Untitled’ Psalms in the HebrewPsalter,” ZAW xx (1985) [in press}.
SJames A. Sanders, “Cave 11 Surprises and the Question of Canon,"’ McCormick Quarterly
Review 21 (1968) 288. This article is also available in New Directions in Biblical Archaeology

D. N. Freedmanand J. C. Greenfield, eds. (New York: Doubleday, 1969/71), pp. 101-16; and
in The Canon and Masorah of the HebrewBible, Sid Z. Leiman, ed. (New York: KTAV, 1974),
pp. 37-51.
*See Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, pp. 209-14.
’ Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, pp. 214-20.
* James A. Sanders, “Ps 151 in 11QPss,” ZAW 75 (1963) 73-86; Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew

Psalter, pp. 70-73, 129-31, 136-37.
* Robert Holmes and J. Parsons, Vetus Testamentum Graecum cum variis lectionibus, 5 vols.
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1798-1827) cite a number of instances of Psalters bound together
with manuscripts of the New Testament.
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The Missiological Implications of an Epistemological Shift
by Paul G. Hiebert
The current epistemologicalcrisis in science and philosophy has
significant implications for western theology (Hiebert 1985).It also
affects the integration of theology andscience, and our understanding of the missionary task. How wecontextualize theology, how
we respond to the theological pluralism now emerging in nonwestern churches, and how werelate to non-Christian religions as
systems of thought and to non-Christians as personsareall deterhined to a great extent by our epistemological premises. At the
core, all of these raise the question of how werelate two or more
different systems of knowledge.
Systems of Knowledge
When wetalk of relationships between systems of knowledge,
we mustspecify their level of abstraction (Figure 1. cf. Kuhn 1970,
Schilling 1973, Laudin 1977, and Hofstadter 1980). For our purposes, we will differentiate three levels.

At the bottom aretheories. These are limited, low level systems
of explanation that seek to answer specific questions about a narrow
range of reality, and do so by using preceptions, concepts, notions
of causation andthelike. Alternative theories may arise which give
different answersto the sameset of questions. Theories themselves
maybe on different levels of generality, and broader theories may
subsume morelimited ones.
Theories are imbedded in higher level systems of knowledge
which Kuhn (1970)calls “paradigms,” Laudin (1977) calls “research
traditions,” and | will refer to as “belief systems.” In the sciences
these would include physics, chemistry, biology and so on. In theology these would include systematic and biblical theology. Belief
systemsselect a domain ofreality to examine, determinethecritical
questions for investigation, provide methods for investigation and
integrate one or moretheories into a comprehensive system of beliefs. They also mediate between theories and the world view of
the culture within which they emerge. In relationship to theories,
they set the boundaries of inquiry and determinethe legitimacy of
problemsto be examined. They also generate conceptual problems
for theoretical investigation, and serve heuristic and justificatory
roles (cf. Laudin 1977:78-120). In relationship to the world view

in which they are located, they make explicit its largely implicit
issumptions and work out the implications of these assumptions
for beliefs and behavior. Theyalso affect changesin the world view
by introducing newtheoretical constructs, and by mediating changes
Paul G. Hiebert is Professor of Anthropology and South Asian Missions in the School of World Missions, Fuller Theological Seminary.
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forced by experiential input.
The specialists who work in a belief system form a community
that sets the standards, defines ’’proofs,’”’ and checks their research
and teaching. It also controls the training and entry of new candidatesinto the discipline (Barnes 1982:10).
Others apply the theories of a belief system to life. Thus we
have applied physics, engineers and technologists who draw on
theoretical physics. Furthermore,sections of the general public may
accept the word of specialists as authority. Most Americans, for
instance, are confident that physicists have a great deal of true
knowledge aboutthe real world because they see and use the technological fruits of their theories. The public is generally unaware
of the theoretical debates taking place between specialists within a
researchtradition.
Finally, a numberof researchtraditions and a great deal of commonsense knowledgeare loosely integrated in large world views.”
These are the most fundamental and encompassingviewsofreality
shared by a people in a culture, the largely implicit assumptions
they have aboutthe nature of things—aboutthe “givens” ofreality.
To question these assumptionsis to challenge the very foundations
of their world. People resist such challenges with deep emotional
reactions, for they threaten to destroy their understandingsof reality. As Geertz points out (1979), there is no greater human fear
than a lossof a sense of order and meaning. People are even willing
to die for their beliefs if these make their deaths meaningful.
Relationships Between Systems of Knowledge
In considering relationships between different systems of knowledge, we mustkeep these levels in mind. Althoughit is important
to examine in detail how systems on onelevel relate to those on
another (e.g., howtheories relate to paradigms, and paradigms to
world views), we will not do so here. Rather, we will briefly examine

how theories in a paradigm relate to each other, how paradigms
within a world view relate to each other, and how world views
relate to each other.
Howweviewtherelationship between systems of knowledge
on the samelevelis largely determined by our epistemological foundations (see Hiebert 1985: figure 1). Naive realists and idealists hold

that true knowledge must beprecise, objective and certain. Both
basically hold to a one-to-one correspondence between human
knowledge andreality, but for different reasons. The former see
knowledge as a photograph or a mirrorofreality (Gill 1981:34-36);
the latter see it as creating reality. Consequently, both look for a
single comprehensive system of knowledgethat will encompassall

are introduced. There is no data available for a large numberof
joins (71 or about 48%).
Whenall evidence confirming the canonical arrangementis correlated with all data contesting it, there are only two instances of
conflicting overlap. In other words, of the 26 canonical joins contested by the variant data, only two are among the 54 confirmed
by the supportive data. The other 24 contested joins fall among
that 64% for which there is no supportive data at all! Because of
this lack of overlap, it is difficult to evaluate the significance of
supportive data, since, while evidenceofvariation is unambiguous,
it is always conceivable that supportive manuscripts contained variant material in the gaps between their fragments.
Finally, even these two examples of actual overlap have their
problems. Both occur in one manuscript from Cave 4 whichitself
exhibits a major contradiction of the canonical arrangement of the
Psalter. It “omits” the whole group of psalms 104-111 and follows
psalm 103 immediately by psalm 112. Asa result, the confirmation
value of this manuscript is weakened and weareleft without a
single, fully supportive manuscript in direct conflict with evidence
of variation.
To summarize up to this point: the amount of evidence for or
against the canonical arrangement of the psalmsis small and there
is even less evidence of conflict between these two bodiesof evidence. The value of supportive evidence is somewhat ambiguous
since it is taken from fragmentary manuscripts which may have
contained variant data in their gaps. Since we cannotfully recover
the intent of the editor(s), we cannot know with certainty what
relative authority was placed on these conflicting and supporting
arrangements, It is dangerous to allow our own knowledge of the
present shapeof the canonical Psalter to persuadeus that the presence of supportive readings necessarily signifies the existence of the
fixed, authoritative canonical Psalter. It is quite feasible that supportive readings represent only one possible arrangement of the
psalmsat a timepriorto final fixation of the text or (as we will see
below)indicate only that certain parts of the Psalter arrangement
had beenfixed.
The Five-Book Division and the Age of the Manuscripts
Since the limited amount of evidence for support or variation
permitsno firm conclusions about the history of the canonicaltext,
is there any other way to view the data whichilluminates the issue?
It has long beenaccepted that the canonical Psalter is divided into
five segments or “books” of unequal size (psalms 1-42; 43-72; 7389; 90-106; 107-150). Each of these segments concludes with a
similar benediction, except for the last in which the concluding
collection of five hallelujah psalms (146-150) may serve the same
purpose. Recent study of these booksections has demonstrated the
existenceofdifferent techniques of organization and psalm arrangement in Books Four and Five, as opposedto the earlier three sections. This implies the first three books developed independently
of the last two andthe final canonical form represents a later marriage oforiginally separate materials.‘
In light of this situation, the distribution of evidenceof variation
from the canonical arrangement over these five books is mostinteresting. Contested joins, practically non-existentin the first three
books(only four of 88 possible joins are contested), increase dramatically in Books Four and Five (22 of a possible 60 joins). This
circumstance, while hardly conclusive, is quite consistent with the
theory proposed by James A. Sandersthat the Psalter only gradually
stabilized from beginningto end with the first two-thirds beingfixed
whenthe last third wasstill in a state of flux.
Sanders’ theory is further supported by the age of the manuscripts containing variant arrangements. Whenonearrangesall the
significant Qumran psalms manuscripts according to the date of
origin, a definite correlation emerges between the age of the manuscripts and evidence of supportorvariation. Variant manuscripts
consistently occupy the earliest positions, while fully supportive
manuscripts only begin to appear about the middleof the first century A.D., at which timevariant arrangementsdisappearaltogether.
The general impressionis of an early fluidity of psalm arrangement
which continued until ca. A.D. 50 and apparently died out soon
after.
So, while the Qumranevidencefor the arrangementof the psalms

is not exhaustive and cannot, therefore, supply a final commentary
on the dateof the fixation of the canonical text, it clearly suggests
a fluidity in the arrangement and content of thelatter third of the
Psalter continuing longafter the traditionally accepted date forits
closure. As a result, if we hope to discover the sociological background ofthefinal form of the Psalter and understand its signifi
cance, we mustlook to a period muchlaterthanis usually supposed.
What can wesay provisionally about the significanceofthe final
shapeofthe Psalter? Oneofthefirst keys is the recognition of two
distinct segments within the Psalter (Books One through Three and
Books Four andFive) representing two periodsin its development.
The earlier stage clearly reflects the concern of the exilic period to
understandthe apparentfailure of the Davidic Covenant. The placementof Royal psalmsat the “seams” ofthis early collection (psalms
2, 41, 72, 89) organizes these books around this theme.* Such a
collection might date to the fourth or fifth century B.C.(the traditional date for the closure of the Psalter) and concludes with a plea
to YHWHtofulfill his covenant obligations and restore the Davidic
kingdom (psalm 89:46-51).
The subsequent addition of the fourth book (psalm 90-106), with
its central celebration of the kingship of YHWH,shifts the emphasis
of the whole awayfrom thereestablishment of the human kingdom
of David toward the moreuniversal andspiritual kingdom of YHWH.
Oneis no longer to place his trust in human princes who will
ultimately fail, but in YHWH who ruleson high forever(cf. psalms
91, 92, 103).”
The similarity of this viewpoint to the “kingdom ofthe spirit’
which Jesus preached and whichoccupied the vision of the early
Churchis intriguing. That they both clearly speak to the same human situation lends credenceto a late date for the final fixation of
the Psalter. Those whose hopes for political independence from
Romeare squashedbythe realities of their circumstances are called
to the inner kingdom of the spirit where YHWHrulesdirectly over
the affairs of humankind.
That this viewpoint came to dominate the central religious cult
in Jerusalem, where no doubt the Psalter reachedits final form, is
not unexpected, In light of the highly charged apocalyptic vision:
of the Qumran sectarians whoactively opposed the central cult in
this period—visions which culminated in the development of the
even more emphatically Davidic Qumran Psalm Scroll® and the
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reality within it—a sort of Grand Unified Theory. They cannot accept as valid two different views of the samereality. All photographstaken ofa hill or tree from the samespotwill be the same.
Because ofthis, naiverealist scientists are not willing to accept

‘he validity of theology until it fits into the assumptions of science—

nce the need to “demythologize”’ religion. Naiverealistoridealist
theologians, on the other hand, refuse to accept the findings of
scienceif these challenge their theologically based views of nature.
A unified theory can be achieved in several ways. Competing
theories can be modified to make them compatible, a new theory
or belief system can be formulated to replace the old ones, or areas
of conflict may be declared unimportant or handedoverto another
belief system. (Laudin 1977:45-69).
Naiverealists and idealists have taken two approachesto the
integration of belief systems. One is to separate them into nonoverlapping domains. This has been most commonin rationalism.
For example, many Christians sought to integrate science andtheology by assigning them to two realms. This was a legacy ofthe

classical perspective, following Plato, in which reality was divided

into two main worlds:the one natural, tangible, and transitory; the
other transcendent, spiritual and eternal. Augustine and Aquinas
introduced this approachinto theology.
The other approach, foundparticularly in empiricism, is reductionism. Gill notes:
Materialists claim thatall intangibles are nothing but epiphenomena,positivists argue that all value judgments are
nothing but expressions of emotion, behaviorists maintain
that mind andspirit are nothing but conditioned behavior,

and Marxists affirm that culture and society are nothing but
reflections of material conditions (1981:29).
Reductionism has been used to integrate the sciences. For example, physical reductionism reducesall phenomenaultimately to
fundamentalparticles such as atoms, mesons and quarks, and to
forces. Galileo concluded that the physical world was a perfect
machine whose future happenings canbefully predicted and controlled by one who hasfull knowledge and control of the present
motions. This led nearly two centuries later to the famous remark
of Laplace, that a superhumanintelligence acquainted with the position and motion of the atoms at any moment could predict the
whole course of human events (Burtt 1954:96). The result, observes
HaroldSchilling (1973:44), was a world that was “closed,essentially
completed and unchanging, basically substantive, simple and shallow, and fundamentally unmysterious—a rigidly programed machine.”
Similarly, psychological reductionism roots all humanrealities,
including humansocieties and culture, in psychological theory. Sociological reductionism sees group dynamics as the foundation of
all humanbeliefs and behavior, and leads to a formula approach
to changing humans.
Given their commitmentto whatJ. B. Conant (1952) hascalled

“grand conceptual schemes” within which there are fit together
smaller theories, naive realists and idealists cannot acceptdifferent,
complementary views of the samereality. Therefore, they do not
speak of different “theologies.” To them this is a contradiction in
terms. And since they are certain about the truth and objectivity of
their own views, they are often closed to changing them, and must
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attack otherviewsasfalse. (A summary of the characeristics of naive
realism and idealism, and the ways in which they resemble and
differe from other epistemological positions, is given in Figure Two.)
Critical realists and instrumentalists, on the other hand, recognize the finiteness of human knowledge and therefore are open to
change, and to the reexaminationof their existing beliefs. Conflicting theories force them to test their theories further against empirical
andrational criteria. Moreover,critical realists and instrumentalists

At the heart of the integration of theories and belief systems for
realists is the theory of complementarity (Grunbaum 1957, MacKay
1958, 1974, Austin 1967, Holton 1970, and Kaiser 1973). Different
viewsof reality can be accepted as complementary so long as they
do not contradict one anotherin the areas of their overlap. If there
is disagreement, the discrepancy must be resolved or one or th
other must be rejected. We may see things in different ways, but
ultimately there can only be onetruth within which there is no

realists claim truth for their systems of knowledge, while instrumentalists do not. This leads them torelate different systems of
knowledgein different ways.
Critical realists see theories and belief systems as maps or blueprints of reality. Each may give us sometruth aboutreality. None
of them showsusthe whole. To gain a comprehensive understanding of the complex nature of reality, we need many blueprints which
complement one another. For example, to understand a house, a
simple photographwill not do. We need the blueprints ofits wiring,
plumbing,structural beams and foundations, most of which remain
unseen. Reality is far too complex for our mindsto grasp in total.
Weneed simplified maps by which we can comprehendit.

that does not exist in the structural blueprints, one of them must
be wrong.
A critical realist sees the various sciences as potentially complementary. Physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, sociology and
anthropology can all contribute insights into the nature of reality
which the others do not provide. Each, in a sense, providesa level
of analysis not found in the others. Schilling points out that physicists have found

allow for diverse viewsofreality, but on different premises. Critical

inconsistency. For instance, if the blueprints show wiring in a wall

that the newly discovered strange phenomenaand entities
(those of the micro-world) differ so fundamentally and categorically from the more familiar ones (of the macro-world),
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DETERMINISTIC
(no human reason or
choice)

knownearlier, that no theory can possibly describe the newcomers adequatelyif its concepts and imagery are taken exclusively from the realm ofthe old. More thanthat, it became
evident that theory in general could no longer be expected
to describe reality pictorially, or in one-to-one correspond\ ence to it (1973:78).

cle goes on to develop the theory of complementarity between
levels of scientific analysis, and suggests that to these can be added
theological levels of analysis.
Becausecritical realists recognize the subjective dimensions of
human knowledge, they are also awarethat historical and sociocultural contexts influence systems of knowledge. (Because at the
deepest levels these context factors have to do with world views,
wewill examine them later.)

Instrumentalists, on the other hand, see systems of knowledge
as problem solving devices. Because neither theories norbelief systems maketruth claims, there is no need to integrate them into a
single grand conceptual scheme. Nor is there need for complementarity. Mutually contradictory theories and belief systems can
be used solong as they best “do the job.” Thorough going determinists, on the other hand, see all knowledge as epiphenomenal,
as by-products of externalforces. It is foolish, therefore, to speak
of the integration of knowledgeinto single or complementary systems. Both of these views, obviously, are unacceptable to committed
Christians because they deny anypossibility of knowing thetruth.
Integration of Theology and Science
Science and theology have emerged as different belief systems
in a western world view. How dothey relate to each other? Here
again the epistemological question plays a key role in determining
the nature oftherelationship.
It is clear that no real integration can be achieved between an
idealist theology anda realist science. The twoarebuilt on different
foundations, and attempts to build a commonstructure upon them
pg inevitably lead to cracks. The twotalk past each other, and in
e end wewill be forced to choose one or the other as our fundamental frame ofreference.
It is possible to seek an integration based on different types of
realism. Manysocial scientists take a naive orcritical realist approachto their science and an instrumentalist approachtoreligion.

They affirm the truth of their theories and belief systems, but see
religion as a usefulfiction created by human groupsto hold themselves together. For Durkheim, Marx and others, religion is the
symbol of a group's authority over the individual. God is merely
a projection of the group’s power and values on the cosmicscreen.
Sometheologians turn the tables and claim truth for theology, but
only practical utility for the sciences. In both cases, one party demeansthe other by nottakingit seriously.
Asthe record of the past hundred years shows, integration between a naive realist theology and science was difficult to achieve.
Few problemsarosein the areas of nuclear physics and chemistry
in which theology made noclaims. The greatest conflicts arose in
areas where the two overlapped, suchasin theories abouttheorigin
of the universe, about humans, about miracles (Brown 1984), and

about the meaning andforces behind history. Each claimed to offer
a grand unified theory and attacked the other on points of disagreement. It is not surprising, therefore, that in a naiverealist frame-

work, no integration was achieved.

With the collapse of naive realism, the picture has changed.
There is a growing acceptance bycritical realist and instrumentalist
scientists and theologiansof each other's disciplines. But the nature
of integration differs greatly depending upon the epistemological
foundation used.
Integration is unnecessary in an instrumentalist mode. Bothscience and theology are seen as pragmatic solutions to immediate
jproblems;the onlytest is results. But instrumentalism undervalues

‘both of them. Fewscientists would agree that although astronomy
may do a better job than astrology in solving problems, it is no
closerto the truth than the latter. Mostscientists are convinced that
they are discoveringtruth about nature. Similarly, no evangelical
would hold a relativistic view of theology whichaffirms that Christ

is notthe truth, not even a truth, but only a useful way of looking
at history.
What would integration looklike in a critical realist mode? We
must keep in mindthat critical realism makes truth claimsforits
theories and belief systems. Therefore, it calls for a test to evaluate
two or more theories formulated to answera set of questions. For
example, we can determine which of two road mapsis more accurate and complete. But, as we have seen,critical realism allows
for complementary theories that examine the samereality in different ways—there may be several types of maps of the same city.
It is possible, therefore, to look for complementarity between
theology andscience, as long as they share the same world view.
This requires a theistic science that accepts the existence of God
and seeks to examine the order in the universe he has created. We
also need a realist theology that examines God’sself-revelation in
the history of that world. Both science and theology, then, are based
On an examinationof real events in history, but focus on different
dimensionsorlevels ofreality.
There is a second type of complementarity that we need to explore: that between synchronic and diachronic systems of knowledge. The formerseek to understandthe structures ofreality, how
these operate and the functions they serve. For example, a synchronic analysis of a human would include an analysis of the body,
its variousstructures suchasthecirculatory, assimilative, digestive
and reproductive systems, and the way it thinks and moves. It
would also analyze theeffects of various diseases upon the body.
Diachronic systems of knowledge, on the other hand, look at

the history of specific realities. A diachronic analysis of a person

would examineherorhislife story. It would look at various events
in the lives of one or more individuals, and the forces at play and
their responses.
This distinction helps us understandthe sciences. Most, such as
physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, sociology and anthropology, are synchronic in character. They examine the structure of
matter, life, persons, groups and cultures. History, and to some
extent astronomy, are diachronic.
Thedistinction also helps us to understand theology. Systematic
theology is synchronic. It examines the unchanging nature of God
and the fundamental structures of creation. Biblical theology is
diachronic. It looks at God’s acts and revelation in specific cultural
and historical settings. We need both synchronic and diachronic
models. They complement each other. We begin with specific ex-

periences in history, and from these weinfer the basic structures

of reality. And these structural models help us to understand and
predict what is going on around us. Normally oneis in focus, the
otheris subsidiary. Synchronic models show us the universal order
of things. They do notlookat specific events. Consequently, exceptional cases and miracles are out of focus. Diachronic models,
on the other hand, look at unique events. Synchronic models help
us to understand how things operate, but meaning ultimately seems
to rest in diachronic models—in the story of the universe, of a specific people such as Israel, and of individuals.
Taken together, science and theology, diachronic and synchronic
paradigms, provide us with a better understandingofreality (Figure
3). But complementarity does notassure us of integration. We can
deal with different belief systems piece-meal, and end with what
Clifford Geertz (Hammel and Simmons 1970:50) calls a “strati-

graphic approach”to reality. For integration to take place, we need
to examine the ways in which complementary belief systemsrelate
to each other. When problemsand contradictionsarise, we need to
examine again our theologies against the biblical data, and our
sciences against observational data. The task of integrating the sciences and theologyis not simple. But it is easier when we deal with
complementarity than with grand conceptual schemes.

FIGURE 3
COMPLEMENTARY BELIEF SYSTEMS
Diachronic Models Synchronic Models
Theology
Science

Biblical Theology: Systematic Theology:
Historical Sciences: Natural and Social
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Epistemology and Christian Missions
What implications do epistemological stances have for Christian
missions? Six areas in which epistemologyplays a particularly important part in missions thinking are: 1) the way in which the
essence of the Gospel is defined, 2) the way in whichthe relationship of Gospel and culture are viewed, 3) the way in which Christians deal with the contextualization of theology and the resulting
theological pluralism, 4) the way in which Christians view nonChristian religions, 5) the way in which Christians relate to nonChristian peoples, and 6) the way in whichleadership is developed
in youngerchurches. For lack of space, we can touchonly ona few
of these.

Cultural Differences and Contextualized Theologies One ofthe
central problemsfacingall missionaries is howto deal with cultural
pluralism. The fact is that people in other cultures put their world
together in different ways.
We mustrecognizethe greatness of the early missionaries, their
commitmentto the Gospel, andthe great sacrifices they made. However, for the mostpart, they were naiverealists and idealists. They
were convinced that their belief systems weretrue, and they failed
to differentiate the Gospel from their cultural ways. Writing about
them, Juhnke (1979:10-11) says:

They were too confident of the wholesomeness and goodnessof their ownculture to see the pagan flawsin their own
social and political structures, The mission wasstrongly influenced by nineteenth-century ideas of progress .... Missionaries believed themselves to be participating in a worldwide crusade of human advancement.
For them,too, there could be only one theology. They assumed
that their own theology was wholly biblical, and that it was not
biased by their cultural and historical contexts.
The consequences of these assumptions were damaging.First,
they considered mostlocal customs to be evil and soughtto root
them out. Little attention was given to the local culture andto the
felt needs of the people. Consequently, the Gospel was unnecessarily foreign. In a sense the Gospel is foreign to every culture, for
it is God’s prophetic voice to sinners andtheculturestheycreate.
But to this was added the foreignness of western culture such as
dress, buildings, pews, translated hymns, western leadershipstyles
and imported technology. Those who becameChristians were often
seen as agents of the west.
Second, the missionaries soughtto transmit their theologies unchangedto the national church leaders. The relationship wasthat
of parent andchild, in which the national leaders were expected
to learn the missionary’s theology by rote. Much waswritten about
the three selves: self propagating, self supporting andself governing. Butlittle was said about the fourth self: self theologizing. For
the mostpart, national leaders were not encouraged to study the
Scriptures for themselves andto develop their own theologies. Deviation from the missionary’s theology was often branded as heresy.
To young nationalistically minded leaders, this was theological colonialism.
Several forces have changedthis picture. The first was the maturation of young churches. First generation national leaders were
often simple tribal and village pastors. But the second and third
generation ... grew up in Christian settings and were seminarytrained theologians.
The second was the emergenceof nationalism around the world.
Young national leaders threw off the colonial rule andtrappingsof
the west. Young churches demandedself-rule andthe right to study
the Scriptures for themselves. This was particularly evident in the
independent churches that emerged in manysocieties.
The third was the rise of anthropological thought and the growing awareness among missionaries of the impactof cultural contexts
on Bible translations and theology.
Naive realist approaches are becoming untenable in missions,
not only becausethey are nolongerintellectually credible, but also
because they fail to resolve the problem oftheological pluralism
that has resulted from missions. Whetherwelike it or not, young
theologians around the world are reading Scripture and interpreting
it for their own cultures. To claim that the missionaries’ theology
is the only correct one can onlylead to breaks in the relationships
16
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between western missions and the churches they have planted
aroundthe world. It also denies the priesthoodofall believers, and
the work of the Holy Spirit in nonwestern Christians.
Idealist theologies face the same problems, for they, too, are

essentially ahistorical and acultural in nature. Moreover, they face
the fact that different cultures use different systemsof rationalit«
in justifying their beliefs (Luria 1976), so an appeal to univers.
human reason based on propositional logic is difficult, if not impossible to make.
How wouldcritical realists deal with theological pluralism?First,
as realists, they would take the historical and cultural contexts of
theologyseriously. They see all theology as humaninterpretations
of the biblical revelation within specific contexts (Figure 4). Consequently, different theologies are bound to emerge becausedifferent cultures ask different questions, and becausethey viewreality
in different ways. For example, Indian Christians must ask what a
Christian responseto the caste system is, and whetherthey can use
Indian terms such as deva, Brahman, avatar and moksha for God,
incarnation and salvation. These terms are used in Hinduism and
normally have Hindu world view connotations. On the other hand,
to introduce western or Greek and Hebrew terms makes the Gospel
unintelligible to the average Indian. Similarly, Latin American theologians muststruggle with the biblical response to the oppression

of peasants and the poor.

FIGURE 4
THEOLOGY IS AN UNDERSTANDING OF
SCRIPTURES IN A CULTURAL CONTEXT
GOD’S SELF REVELATION

THEOLOGY

‘

Nae,
Second, becausecritical realists affirm truth in theology, they
mustdeal with these differences, They cannot accept mutually contradictory theological positions. Often different theologies are complementary,for they address diferent needs andsituations. But where
contradictions emerge, they would be resolved by examining the
Scriptures.
Butcritical realists would also check for cultural biases. Just as

we can more clearly see sin in the lives of others, so we can see
howthe cultural andhistorical settings of Christians in other lands
affects their theology. Conversely, they see the cultural biases of
our theology much more clearly than we. Therefore, we need to
see the church as an international hermeneutical community, in
which Christians and theologians from different lands check one
another's cultural biases. In the process, there can emerge out of
the currentdiversity a metacultural and metahistorical theology that
is largely freed from the influences ofspecific human contexts. One
benefit of this for western theology would be to free it from its
cultural biases, and restore its prophetic voice in the face of modemity. As Linder and Pierard point out (1978), western Christianity
is in danger of becoming civil religion justifying western cultural
systems.

All this affects the way critical realists view the training of national leaders. The first missionarytaskis to translate the Bible; the
second is to train national leaders to read and interpret the Scriptures in their owncultural context. While the missionaries are deeply
persuaded about their own theological understandings, they must
accept the fact that the Holy Spirit also leads national leaders and
that the message of the Gospel must be discerned within the communityof believers and their leaders, and not by outside leaders
alone.

Christianity and Non-Christian Religions How doepistemological positionsaffect ourattitudes toward non-Christian religions?
Idealists and naive realists are compelled by their epistemologies
to reject other religionsas totally wrong, but for different reasons.
3oth seek to construct grand conceptual schemes, brick by brick,
ly analyzing discernible parts (Gill 1981:20-25, Bergeret. al. 1973).
For naive realists these are empirical facts; for idealists they are
rational propositions. Consequently, other religions and cultures
mustbe radically displaced, not only in their configurational whole,
but also in their parts. Old customs, beliefs, and rituals must be
destroyed and replaced by new Christian ones. Thereis little room
for reinterpreting them to fit Christianity. Christianity must, therefore, take a combative approach to other religions, and seek to
discredit them. The battle must be won onthebasis of facts and
reason. Conversion, in this epistemological mode, requires a radical
changein beliefs and behaviorin all their details.
Instrumentalists, on the other hand,seeall religions as culture

bound,andas serving useful functionsin their respective societies.

Christianity may be shownto bethebestof religions, butit is not
unique. Consequently, Christian missionaries should notcall for a
radical displacement of the old. They should seek to help others
better their old religions, and look for an evolutionary movement
toward Christianity. Conversion is not central. Helping people to
solve their life problemsis.
Critical realists fall between these extremesof recognizing only
absolutesorrelativism. On the one hand theyaffirm the uniqueness

of a Christianity thatis faithful to biblical revelation. Consequently,

they hold to truth and absolutes, and reject religious relativism.
They call for radical conversion to Christ (cf. Kraemer 1938). On
the other hand, they recognize that such conversions take place
within cultural andhistorical settings. Young converts cannottotally
change the way they see the world. They comewith their old categories of thought, and old world view assumptions. These must
be changed throughcarefulinstruction after conversion. Conversion
itself is then not a changein propositional or factual knowledge,it
"g a change in the overall configuration orgestalt in which these
re seen; it is a changein allegiance in which Christ is accepted as
Lord and the center of their lives. On the synchronic level this
meansaccepting Christ as Lord of all things, on the diachroniclevel
as Lordof history and of the convert’s everyday life. The implications of this for the new believer in terms of his or her beliefs,
customsand behavior must be workedout daily as the new convert
lives under the authority of the Scriptures. The process of sanctification cannot be divorced from that ofjustification.
Because people live in cultural contexts, the Gospel must be
translated into forms and meanings the people understand.Butthis
requries a deep knowledgeofothercultures. Missionaries, therefore,
muststudy otherreligions and dialogue with their leaders, not in
order to create a new synthesis between Christianity and other
religions, but in order to build bridges of understanding so that the
people may hearthe call of the Gospel in ways they comprehend

without compromising thetruth of the Gospel. Becausecritical real-

understood by humansin their contexts. There is, therefore, an
elementoffaith, a personal commitment in the knowledgeof truth
(cf. Peirce 1955). There are several consequencesin this. On the
onehand,criticalrealists respect people of otherbeliefs as thinking
adults, and show respectfor their convictions. On theother, critical
realists have deep convictions aboutthetruth oftheir belief systems,
andbeartestimonyto these. Missions to non-Christians then begins
in witness—in declaring what God has donein their lives through
Jesus Christ. They begin with “I believe . . .’ and share with others
the Good Newsthey have personally experienced (cf. Acts 26:16,
2 Tim. 1:12). Once people have accepted the Gospel, the missionaries can proclaim its authority in their lives. E. Stanley Jones, one
of the great missionary evangelists of our time, wrote (1925:141):
“WhenI was called to the ministry, I had a vague notion that I was
to be God's lawyer—I was to arguehis case for him andput it up
brilliantly.” After describing his failure in this approach, he con-

tinues (1925:141-142):

This wasthe beginning of my ministry, I thought—atragic
failure. As I was aboutto leave the pulpit a Voice seemed to
say to me, “Haven't I done anything for you?” “Yes,” I replied, ‘You have done everything for me.” “Well,” answered
the Voice, “couldn’t youtell that?” Yes, I suppose I could,”
I eagerly replied. So ... [I] said, “Friends, I see I cannot

preach,butI love Jesus Christ. You know what mylife was

in this community—that of a wild reckless young man—and
you know whatit now is. You know he has made life new
for me, and though I cannotpreach, I am determinedto love
and serve him.” ... The Lord let me down with a terrible
thump, but I got the lesson never to be forgotten: in my
ministry I wasto be, not God’s lawyer, but his witness. That
would meanthat there would haveto be living communion
with Christ so that there would always be somethingto pass
on. Since that day I have tried to witness before high and
low what Christ has been to an unworthylife.

It was onthis basis that helater established his effective Round
Table method for witnessing to Hindus and Muslims.
Conclusions

I realize that in some waysI have painted a caricatureof various
epistemological responses to the key missionary questions of our
day. But even caricature can help usto cut through surface impressions to see whatlies beneath. Clearly, in a post-modern world we
need to reexamine again our epistemological foundations, and to
see howtheyaffect our relationships to other people,culture, theologies andreligionsin a pluralistic world. Iam convinced thatcritical
realism is a biblical approach to knowledge(I Cor. 13:12). 1 am also
convincedit is the approach we musttake in a post-colonial era in
missions in which we must deal with cultural, religious and theological pluralism with deep convictions about the truth, but without arrogance and paternalism.

ists are concerned deeply about truth, they are awareof the dangers
of syncretism and a false Gospel.
Christians and Non-Christians How do epistemological positions influence ourattitudes towards non-Christians as persons?
Becauseidealists and naive realists claim certain truth, they often
see evangelism as the proclamation of the truth and as an attack
on the evils of other religions. This polemical stance often seems
arrogantto non-Christians whoresent the parent-child relationship
implicit within it. Moreover, the emphasisidealists and naive realists place on objectivity and right systemsofbelief, and their combative approach to otherbelief systems, often leads to accusations
that they are moreinterested in proving correct doctrine than on
winning persons. In both of these positions, emotions, social interaction and other humanfactors are thought to contaminate rea-
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an 1OLOGY

Karl Barth and Evangelicalism: The Varieties
of a Sibling Rivalry
by Donald W. Dayton
In recent years, we have seena flexing of the muscles of what
bothinsiders and outsiders have cometo call ‘“evangelicalism.” This
current of American religiouslife is no new phenomenon; what is
newis that a culture that apparently thought it had moved beyond
taking “evangelicalism’ seriously is being forced to reevaluate that
easy dismissal. What is true on thecultural level is also reflected
in intellectual circles—and in the discipline of theology.
This is perhaps especially true among students ofthe theology
of Karl Barth, where a special affinity between “evangelicals” and
Barth has, for example, recently swelled the ranks of the Karl Barth
Society with newcomersfrom a variety of “evangelical” traditions.
Andthe literature on this relationship has so grown that we now
have a survey of the discussion, whosetitle I have appropriated
for this article: Karl Barth and Evangelicalism, by Gregory C. Bolich
(InterVarsity Press, 1980).
But you will notice that I have quickly added tothis title my
own subtitle, “the varieties of sibling rivalry,” to suggest that we
are dealing with a matter of greater complexity than we (or Bolich)
may at first imagine. Something of the difficulty of the path ahead
of us in this article may be suggested by the diversity of ‘“evangelical” opinion about Barth. Reformed theologian Cornelius van
Til, on the one hand,has consistently polemicized against Barth in
such worksas Christianity and Barthianism (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 1962), with an emphasis on
the implied dichotomy. In an essay titled, ‘Has Karl Barth Become
Orthodox?”he judged that ofall the heresies that have evoked the
great creedsasrefutation, “no heresy that appearedat anyofthese
was so deeply and ultimately destructive of the gospel as is the
theology of Barth.’ We could survey other such statements—like
that of dispensationalist Charles Ryrie who finds “Barthianism’’ to
be a “theological hoax’? because it attempts to be both critical and
orthodox. But on the other end of the spectrum wefind otherevaluations that coud hardly bein starker contrast to the judgment of
Donald W. Dayton is Professor of Theology and Ethics at Northern
Baptist Theological Seminary.
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van Til. Donald Bloesch, for example, hasinsisted that “Karl Barth
is himself an evangelical theologian’’*—though with some qualifications. Between these two extremes may be ranged the variety of
“evangelical” judgments on Barth.
But how do weget such diverse readings of Barth from “evangelicals’’? From one anglethis diversity should be no surprise. Barth
has suffered much from his interpreters in all camps. He hasoften
been interpreted from caricature or on the basis of fragmentary
readings. Barth is, of course, not without fault in this process. The
range of his writings makes the task of adequate interpretation a
lifetime task. The dialectical and multifaceted characterof his thought
meansthat one is always in danger of reading and extrapolating
from one of several facets. And the changes in Barth’s thought—
especially from the earlier dialectical period to the later Christocentric orientation in which his Christology and the doctrine of
incarnation overcomeearlier themes—have always provided problems for interpreters. “Evangelical” interpreters have, not surprisingly, shared all these problems.
But there are within the nature of what wecall “evangelicalism”
itself issues and problemsthat complicate our discussion. The most
profoundoftheseis the “slipperiness” of the term evangelical. In
the languageof W.B. Gallie, itis an “essentially contested concept’’*—
one whose fundamental meaning is at debate. My ownefforts to
bring clarity to this issue have centered in the developmentof a
typologyof the meanings that the term “evangelical’’ may convey.”
I would argue that there have been three primary periods in the
history of protestantism that have provided content to the word
“evangelical.” Uses of the word may generally be shown to gravitate toward one oranother of these periods or modesof using the
word. Let me indicate these meanings:
(1) Many users of the word evangelical have in mind primarily
the Reformation and its themes, particularly the great sola’s (sola

fide, sola gratia, sola Christe, sola Scriptura) that convey the Reformation call to grace and the centrality of “justification by faith.”
Usually correlated with these themes are an Augustinian /Reformed
anthropology, a doctrine of election, and a predominantly forensic

